Thanks for your interest in IAmAlphaM
Aaron Marino receives hundreds of emails a day from men just like you who need help and
cannot possibly address each email. However, many resources are right at your fingertips!

Have You Checked Out the 2,500+ Videos on
IAmAlphaM?
Search Bar: Aaron Marino provides literally thousands of free videos with advice on
IAmAlphaM.com. He's published approximately 450 videos on YouTube-- but he has 2,500+
waiting for you over at IAmAlphaM.com Please take advantage of the search field in the
upper right side of IAmAlphaM.com, using key words to find answers to your questions.
Playlists: Also utilize the menu tabs across the top of IAmAlphaM for an assortment of
playlists related to style, grooming, fitness, and Alpha M lifestyle.

Consultations with Aaron
If you are interested in chatting with, personal advice, or a consultation with Aaron, he offers
diverse consultations, both virtual and in-person, as well as within varied price ranges.

Menu of Consultations
Ask Alpha Consultation- one question
answered by email
Skype Consultation - 30 minutes
Skype Consultation - 60 minutes
Perfect Outfit- build an outfit
Perfect Pair- glasses or sunglasses
Virtual Grooming Consultation- hair cut &
style and facial hair
Virtual Don Juan - 15 day dating program
Boutique of In-person Services

Alpha M. Image Consulting Products
Aaron has also developed a variety of products to assist men with their style, confidence,
dating, and entrepreneurial issues aspirations which can be found at AaronMarino.com

Menu of Products
Alpha M. Style System
Male Style Guide

Other Ways to Get Feedback
Shoot an email over to hairhelp@peteandpedro.com for
a bueno hair product recommendation. Be sure to include a picture of your current hairstyle
and the product(s) you currently use.
Another way to get Alpha M. advice or feedback is by joining the
Alpha M. Facebook Group. The members address style, grooming, lifestyle, and fitness
questions.

Thank you again for your inquiry!

Confidence Course
Dating Guide
Virtual Consultant Training | Foundation
Program
Virtual Consultant Training | Premium
Package

